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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel distributed routing system for
integration between peer-to-peer (P2P) applications and mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs). This system takes advantage of the “zone” concept
to reduce the multicast flooding. Significantly, the system investigates a
mechanism to integrate key lookup in the application layer with rout-
ing in the link layer. The routing method provides a general-purpose
technique that is not limited to any specific P2P applications. This pa-
per presents the design of the routing system and sketches the layered
architecture built according to the system functions.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are self-organizing virtual networks over
the IP-layer normally with TCP/IP connections. P2P services contribute to
effective file sharing and resource locating in a computing environment without
a central server. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are defined as wireless
multi-hop networks formed dynamically and self-organized by mobile services for
some purpose. Both of the networks have common characteristics in dynamicity,
autonomy and “multi-hop” routing. These similarities motivate us to exploit the
synergy [1] between P2P networks and MANETs.

P2P networks need high bandwidth network transmission and fast calculation
speed, which can be fulfilled by the wired Internet. There are two main searching
algorithms based on flooding [2] or Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [3], [4], [5],
[6] in wired networks. These advanced P2P techniques are largely restricted in
MANETs due to the autonomous distribution, scarce bandwidth and changing
topology in physical links. The broadcast or flooding methods applied in the
application layer are unable to supply smooth P2P applications under a MANET
environment. The DHT based algorithm may induce excessive load. The severe
situation is that the evoked broadcast storms [7] may break the whole system
down when these wired methods are directly applied to MANETs.

With the growing demand in wireless Internet services and P2P applications
such as instant messaging, ubiquitous computing and resource sharing, effective
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P2P searching is very important, considering especially the vulnerable charac-
teristics of MANETs. Although P2P systems and MANETs have many sim-
ilar characteristics, they are completely different networks based on different
layers and produce different broadcasts. When applying similar self-organizing
P2P applications to MANETs, the major problem is how to efficiently query
and find the matching documents in the MANET environment with limited
power, scarce bandwidth and changing topology. We consider the characteristics
of MANETs and propose a novel realistic system - Multicast Key-based Zone
Routing (MKZR) based on practical multi-hop flooding. We aim to build P2P
applications over MANETs smoothly and exploit the synergy between them.

In this paper, we sketch the system architecture and present the design model
for the MKZR system. Section 2 analyses the current problems and the corre-
sponding MKZR system idea. Section 3 describes our system architecture and
algorithms in detail. Section 4 compares some related work. Section 5 gives some
conclusions to our system designs and future work.

2 Current Problems and MKZR System

When applying P2P applications over “one-hop” MANETs with effective search-
ing in one hop region, the method of flooding and caching contents [8] is a prac-
tical method. When overlaying P2P applications to larger MANETs, we can
address some critical problems and the design notion for the MKZR system as
follows:

2.1 Broadcast Storm

The broadcast storm problem in MANET was discussed in [7]. Here we refer
to the broadcast storm problem from pure broadcast or flooding mechanism in
P2P mobile ad hoc routing systems.

Pure P2P flooding is fragile due to the congestion after frequent query broad-
casts. These query broadcasts are virtual broadcasts based on the application
layer. Furthermore they can induce real broadcasts in the network layer. How-
ever the growing demands of P2P applications in MANETs aggregate a lot of
text processing and querying, which unavoidably burden the network load in
MANETs. The overhead in this network architecture is as high as O(N2) [9].
This is disastrous in resource-scarce networks like MANETs. We reviewed cur-
rent related works and found that systemic P2P routing algorithm design is
still in its early stage in wireless MANETs. We argue that effective P2P rout-
ing mechanism is an important promising research area presenting the base for
modern information sharing and ubiquitous computing under the P2P MANET
environment.

In order to reduce the broadcasts, we use two novel and effective methods.
Firstly, our MKZR routing system aims to integrate P2P searching and link layer
routing. Secondly the MKZR introduces the “zone” concept to quickly locate the
destination node.
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2.2 Redundant Caching

Current caching of pairs <key, value> information in each node can reduce the
querying time and hence result in effective use of network bandwidth. Caching
systems in P2P MANETs obtain information mainly through dissemination and
as a result each node caches the same contents of pairs. This method needs to
be improved to save resources and reduce the administrative overhead.

The MKZR is motivated to be a routing system, which caches routing infor-
mation instead of application layer keyword matching information <key, value>.
Each node caches different routing information instead of the same content of
keyword matches. In addition, our system will attempt to cache the routing in-
formation matches of <key, node address>. The node address belongs to the
name space of link layer identification.

In the repository, an implementation of data index table presents the local
data information indices.

3 Models and Algorithms

We propose the Multicast Key-based Zone Routing (MKZR) system based on
the following main ideas:

“Zone” Concept. The network is divided into several zones where the hop
distance between the central node and other nodes in the same zone is restricted
to be within a specified radius, similar to Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [10]. The
radius distance is calculated in hops and the peripheral nodes are situated around
the radius distance. If a key search needs to find a new route, it will first multicast
within the zone. If that fails, it will take advantage of the peripheral nodes to
keep searching within their own zones. After the simulation, we will attempt to
implement more functions such as storing more sharing information in peripheral
nodes to reduce the searching overhead. We will compare the performance of the
added functions.

Routing Integration. Our system aims to form a “key-based” whole system
routing, which the key searching of the self-organized peers in the application
layer can combine with the link layer routing in MANETs. The whole network is
an integrated coordinating system to finish a key search or key lookup task. The
integrating of P2P key searching and link layer routing of MANETs operates as
a “resolver” in the network layer to transfer the IP address to the node ID in
the link layer via a one-to-one mapping. The routing information stored in the
application layer will be changed to <key, node ID route> instead of <key, IP
address> at the last stage of the implementation. At the first stage the <key,
IP address> is still used for the whole system simulation.

Cache Content. The cache system collects routing information as its content.
There are two different tables in each mobile node: one is a routing table related
with key <key, node ID> and the other is a neighbour table related with our
zone division. The neighbour table is designed to reduce the broadcast overhead
incurred from searching.
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3.1 Layered Architecture

As P2P technologies mature in wired networks, P2P is considered as a decen-
tralized symmetric computing model which various applications can run above.
Our system aims to build a system model or protocol for a MANET running
P2P applications. The mobile nodes in the model are randomly moving with
P2P networks overlaid. The lower layer behaviour is “Make a move” or “Have
a rest”, etc., as shown in Fig 3. The system architecture is layered as Fig. 1 ac-
cording to our requirement analysis. The system is virtually divided as various
subsystems or sub-models based on their different executing functions, e.g., the
Issuer can send query or reply messages. The functions of each subsystem will
be described in Section 3.3.

Fig. 1. Layered system architecture

3.2 Message Format

The system defines five types of message, QUERY , REPLY , QUERY ZONE,
REPLY NULL and PUSH which are shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 System Function Overview

A key search starts from the application layer model of “Issuer”. The network
layer model “Resolver” resolves the node ID in the link layer name space to
an IP address. Protocol identifier can distinguish the different messages. Zone
divider can divide zones according to the hop information in the protocol format.
We list some main system functions in Fig. 3. We gradually describe our system
model and functions from the application layer.
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Fig. 2. Message format

Fig. 3. System function overview

3.4 Application Layer

In our architecture model design, a routing task starts from a key search of a
peer node in the application layer.
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Peer (key, destination){
key:=NULL;
destination:=NULL;
class Query();
class DataReceive();
Main( )

key=k;
destination=des;
Query( );
DataReceive( );
do while (not stored)
if (not cached) AND (not stored)

destination:= Query(key).des;
update cache;
key:=NULL;
else if cached AND destination < >NULL

DataReceive(destination);
update repository;
destination:=NULL;
endif;

endif;
enddo;

}

Query Algorithm. MKZR provides an efficient key-searching algorithm by
combining querying in the application layer with routing in the network layer.
When a peer node issues a query for matching a key, it firstly checks its local
index key table in Repository. If there is no match, it will search in the routing
table. If it finds the key match in cache, the node directly sends a data request
to the destination node and then is pushed back the data needed. If it does
not find the route, the QUERY message piggybacks the key on the base of a
link-layer broadcast message, which is distributed by link-layer flooding. The
checking order is “local index key table - routing table - other nodes”. The
QUERY message builds reverse paths to the issuer node in all the intermediate
nodes it passed during the process to the destination node. In addition, when
node multicasts a QUERY message there are two following situations need to
be considered:

Destination Node Within the Zone Area. If there is a node that contains the
content or owns the routing information of the key, this node will send a REPLY
message containing the routing information such as the destination IP address
(“DES” in message) of the key match directly to the issuer node. After the
key-issuing node receives this REPLY , it will update its routing table and de-
cide to stop the query. Those non-peripheral nodes without the key information
are designed to simply discard the QUERY message. Those peripheral nodes
without the key routing information will send a REPLY message without any
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data included. We define this special REPLY message as REPLY NULL in
Section 3.2. In our implementation, only peripheral nodes of a zone can send
this empty data message. The issuer node discards this message after receiving
REPLY NULL if it obtains the matching information from other nodes.

Destination Node Outside the Zone Area. The query task will hand over to
peripheral nodes if there is no match within the zone. These peripheral nodes
will keep multicasting within the scope of their zone after the issuer node sends
a QUERY ZONE message. The notice must be sent with query key due to the
last discarding operation.

Data Delivery. After the issuer node gets the routing information, it can build
the direct connection to the destination node. The destination node can push
the data to the issuer node after the issuer node request. The initial design
ignores the information backup in P2P applications. The system can replicate
some information requested frequently in some bone node such as peripheral
nodes.

3.5 Network Layer and Link Layer

There is a “Resolver” in the network layer to complete the resolution between
an IP address and a link layer node address. The implementation is important
to the integrated routing between P2P networks and MANETs.

The protocol identifier model can extract the hop information. The system
can then divide zones and implement neighbour node tables according to the
hop information. The current P2P query algorithms or protocols are developed
in wired networks which is not suitable to the MANETs as analyzed in Section 2.
The MKZR link layer protocol is designed on the basis of multicast flooding but
merged with the idea of Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance-Vector Protocol (AODV)
[11] and our zone concept described above.

3.6 Integrated Routing

Protocol Integration. Firstly, the query algorithms in the application layer
combine with link layer protocols. MKZR piggybacks the application layer key
onto the message format and sends it through the link layer protocol to the next
hop. This type of integrated routing like MKZR between P2P networks and
MANETs operates a “key-based” routing style to drive the link layer protocol.
Secondly, each message contains a field SRC (Source) for the unique identifier of
the sender mobile node and a field SEQ for an increasing sequence number. The
implementation of SRC and SEQ (Sequence) guarantees the forwarding flow and
correct reverse path. The idea is borrowed from AODV.

Name Space Integration. In P2P routing, the general method to cope with
the naming of key or related IP address is to hash them into one name space.
The commonly used hash technique is consistent hashing Secure Hash Algorithm
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(SHA-1) [12]. Our approach is to use pairs <keyword, IP address> as the routing
table entries and then hash them separately as <key, peer ID>. We build a one-
to-one mapping scheme between peer ID and link layer node ID. Furthermore,
we will investigate the possibility of using the link layer node ID to hash as the
peer ID in P2P routing tables.

As a result of the above integration, the virtual broadcast overlaid in the
application layer can directly find the link layer route to reduce the algorithm
complexity from O(N2) to O(N). In P2P MANETs, a key lookup can get to
the destination node through the virtual application layer broadcasts to search
the key and the network layer broadcasts to route the search information. The
double broadcasts make O(N2) routing steps in the pure flooding method. The
MKZR protocol is a key-based application-layer driven network-layer routing
protocol (We define this key-driven protocol). We propose to skip the virtual
overlaying. This means that the virtual broadcasts induced by key searching are
incorporated with the network layer routing broadcasts. If there is a pure key-
based flooding method which is a network layer protocol like MKZR, then the
performance of the pure key-based network flooding is O(N).

4 Related Work

Wireless P2P research is often based on broadcast or flooding. For example,
7DS (Seven Degrees of Separation) [13] is implemented to exchange data for
web-browsing among peers without connecting to the Internet. End users can
advertise what they have, or query data objects related to the URL or host MAC
addresses and get the information through broadcasts. 7DS is an approach not
for discovery routing but for P2P application services.

Similar to 7DS, Passive Distributed Indexing (PDI) [8] and Optimized Rout-
ing Independent Overlay Network (ORION) [14] can provide file sharing locally
by the implementation of a file routing table. Far more than that, PDI and
ORION presents a P2P file sharing system based on MANET. Their general-
purpose design may present the foundation for the later practical research in
P2P MANETs. In particular, ORION introduces AODV techniques into the
peer searching. ORION uses multicast flooding and stores file routing table and
response routing table in the cache system for file sharing. However, data dis-
semination methods in both systems make the cache system in each node store
the consistent content at the end.

Proem [15] is a general-purpose mobile computing platform for P2P applica-
tions and developments. It integrates P2P protocol, database and development
tools. Messages are encoded using the XML language to communicate between
peers. Proem does not consider how lower levels in MANETs are connected or
self-organized. However, Dynamic P2P Source Routing (DPSR) [1] considers this
point.

DPSR exploits the synergy between routing in P2P systems and that in
MANETs, which designs a network layer routing protocol to integrate Pastry
with DSR. However DPSR needs further investigation when considering the
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seamless connection between application layer routing of Pastry and link layer
routing.

The MIN architecture [16] proposes an evolving architecture overlaid on top
of the application layer to integrate P2P applications with MANETs. The work
is in its early stages.

5 Summary

Our proposal suggests a routing protocol especially for applying P2P appli-
cations over MANETs. We argue that the performance improvement for P2P
MANETs is dependent on the breakthrough of MANET routing protocols. Our
design attempts to target a general-purpose routing algorithm, which seamlessly
integrates application layer key-lookup and network layer routing.

We have constructed a mobile model in ns-2 [17] and are implementing MKZR
protocols and simulating the system in this environment. We will conduct the
evaluation of the performance especially in packet delivery ratio (Data packets
ratio) and routing overhead. In the future, our system attempts to supply an
effective integrated routing model and protocols for MANETs running a variety
of P2P applications
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